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This research study was conducted to learn what media selection 
tools and procedures a selected group of school library media special-
ists in Iowa used in selecting library media, and the amount of money 
these media specialists spent on different library materials during the 
1983-84 school year. A questionnaire was sent to forty-six certificated 
library media specialists all of whom completed certification programs 
and/or masters degrees in the University of Northern Iowa Department of 
Library Science. Responses were received from forty persons. 
Data showed 87.5 percent use SLJ, 82.5 percent use Booklist, and 85 
percent use at least one general purpose bibliography such as those in 
the Wilson Standard Catalog series. There was less of a tendency to use 
special area bibliographies, with six of those bibliographies on the 
list reportedly not used by any of the responding group. 
A total of 90 percent reported using tools purchased at the building 
level and 72.5 percent used tools borrowed or shared at the district 
and AEA levels. 
All but one respondent reported making purchase decisions on the 
basis of at least one favorable review, while 90 percent reported using 
a consideration file. 
The results of this research study suggests that those school library 
media specialists trained in media selection and surveyed in this study 
have committed themselves to the use of recommended selection tools and 
procedures. However, the data did point to a lack of usage of those 
bibliographies that specialize in multicultural nonsexist materials. 
The data on library materials budget priorities revealed that books 
were given top budget priority and audiovisual materials were given a 
low budget priority. Purchase of computer software was not, at the 
time of the study, a very high priority. 
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Library Science students at the University of Northern Iowa are 
required to take course 35:113g Media Selection. Briefly, this course 
is designed to aid students in (1) developing an understanding of the 
selection process, (2) identifying key factors which affect media 
selection in specific situations, (3) becoming aware of the philosophical 
and practical issues of the freedom of information guided by the freedom 
of information policies, (4) identifying the elements and characteristics 
of a selection policy, (5) mastering the characteristics and applications 
of a variety of selection tools and resources, (6) applying criteria to 
evaluation and selection of materials, and (7) learning techniques for 
managing the mechanics of selection. 
1 
This research paper is concerned 
with the implementation of certain aspects of the last three objectives. 
Students who complete the course 35:113g Media Selection (hereafter 
referred to as Media Selection) know the criteria for evaluation and 
selection of materials; they know the characteristics of and can apply a 
variety of reputable selection tools to their selection, and they are 
well versed in the mechanics of media selection. 
1 Student Objectives and Course Outline Handout, Department of 
Library Science, University of Northern Iowa (UNI), Cedar Falls, IA. 
1 
Those selection tools highly recommended for school libraries in 
Media Selection for the most recent and comprehensive coverage are 
Booklist, School Library Journal (SLJ), and one or more of the general 
purpose selection bibliographies by H. W. Wilson, Bro-Dart Foundation 
or R.R. Bowker. Curriculum area and special area selection bibliog-
raphies that deal with issues, current trends, and student populations 
are recommended as selection aids in Media Selection because the school 
library collection is to be an integral part of the school curriculum. 
An important procedure in the selection process stressed in the 
course is the procuring of favorable reviews of materials that apply 
accepted criteria when personal examination of those materials selected 
for purchase is not feasible. Students of Media Selection are advised 
to seek at least one favorable review. 
2 
As a part of the mechanics of selection, students are advised to 
keep a consideration file where all pertinent bibliographical information 
is recorded including price, and perhaps, brief remarks from reviews for 
titles that are being considered for purchase. The titles in a 
consideration file are usually organized for quick reference. 
Today, according to authors of media selection texts, school library 
media specialists (hereafter referred to simply as media specialists) are 
considered teachers and managers as well as librarians. As such, they 
are often responsible for teaching library media classes, co-teaching 
units involving library media and managing subordinate personnel and 
materials budgets of school library media centers. Unless media 
specialists have sufficient help, they may not be able to carry on the 
kind of selection process taught in Media Selection. 
In developing a media collection to satisfy the needs of students, 
faculty and curriculum, media specialists are "to expend the funds 
2 
budgeted by the school district for that purpose.'' Unfortunately, 
3 
recommended reviewing journals and selection bibliographies are no longer 
low cost items in the 1984 world of shrinking budgets and inflated prices. 
The 1983-84 yearly subscription rates for SLJ and Booklist are $47.00 
and $40.00 respectively. 3 The general purpose selection bibliographies 
range in price from $30.00 to $70.00, whereas special area bibliographies 
may cost anywhere from $5.00 to $40.00 a volume.
4 
How have the increased role expectations, shrinking enrollments and 
rising costs affected the media selection process which, in light of the 
aforementioned changes, actually becomes more critical than ever? Are 
media specialists having to sacrifice recommended selection aids and "skip 
over" selection procedures which are taught in Media Selection and 
identified in this study? Or have they continued to use tools and 
selection procedures recommended in Media Selection and to expend their 
materials budgets for a variety of curriculum related materials? 
Problem Statement 
Do Iowa media specialists who have completed the Library Science 
program at the University of Northern Iowa (UNI) use the selection tools 
2 Media Selection Tools, Department of Library Science, UNI, 
Cedar Falls, IA, Xerox, n.d., Introduction. 
3 SLJ, 29 (August 1983), inside cover; Booklist, 79 (August 1983), 
inside cover. 
4 Books in Print, vols. 1-3 (New York: R.R. Bowker, 1982-1983). 
4 
and follow the selection procedures recommended in the course, Media 
Selection? The library materials budget affects media selection in that 
the amounts of money being spent on the different types of materials 
reveal priorities. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to devote a portion 
of this study to learn what percentages of the 1983-1984 materials budget 
are being spent on different types of materials. 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses to be tested: 
1. Ninety percent or more of the respondents will report that they 
use SLJ as a selection tool. 
2. Eighty percent of more of the respondents will report that they 
use Booklist as a selection tool. 
3. Seventy percent or more of the respondents will report that they 
use one general purpose bibliography listed in the questionnaire. 
4. Thirty percent or more of the respondents will report that they 
use a special area bibliography listed in the questionnaire. 
5. Fifty percent or more of the respondents will report that they 
use one of the periodical selection sources listed in the questionnaire. 
6. Seventy-five percent or more of the respondents will indicate 
they use selection aids they have purchased for their own library media 
centers. 
7. Thirty percent or more of the respondents will indicate they 
use selection aids shared within their school district, or borrowed 
from their AEA's. 
8. Eighty-five percent or more of the respondents will seek at 
least one favorable review before making a purchase decision. 
9. Seventy-five percent or more of the library materials will be 
selected from current reviewing sources. 
10. Twenty-five percent or less of the library materials will be 
selected from published bibliographies. 
11. An organized consideration file will be used by fifty-five 
percent or more of the respondents. 
5 
12. Fifty-five percent or more of the materials budget will be spent 
on books. 
13. Twenty percent or more of the materials budget will be spent on 
periodicals. 
14. Audiovisual materials will represent twenty-five percent or more 
of the materials budget. 
15. Computer software will represent twenty-five percent or more of 
the nonprint materials budget. 
16. Filmstrips, kits, audio recordings, transparencies and videotapes 
together will represent seventy-five percent or more of the nonprint 
materials budget. 
Assumptions 
It is assumed that because the content of Media Selection is based 
on the handbook of national standards, Media Programs: District and 
School, the graduates of the course surveyed in this study consider Media 
Selection standards the best available, and therefore make every attempt 
to follow them. 5 
It is assumed that most schools in this survey do not have media 
selection and evaluation centers housed in school buildings where media 




This study deals only with those media specialists who have completed 
one of the Library Science program options within the last five years at 
UNI and are employed in Iowa schools under Endorsement 34. 
This study was limited to those selection tools which are considered 
reputable by authorities in the field. 
The library materials in this research study were limited to those 
materials purchased with money from the library materials budget and not 
from any other source or program. 
Definition of Terms 
Library Media. In this research study, the term, library media, 
refers to materials and software in the school library collection 
purchased with the library materials budget and not to equipment in the 
school library media center (SLMC). 
Media Specialists Certified Under Endorsement 34. Those persons who 
hold a teaching certificate and have completed thirty hours of required 
5 American Association of School Librarians and Association for 
Educational Communication and Technology, Media Programs: District and 
School (Chicago: American Library Association, 1975). 
CHAPTER TWO 
Review of Related Literature 
The fact that Media Selection is a required course in Library 
Science at UNI and is one of the first in a sequence of required courses 
is certainly indicative of the importance of selection in the field of 
Library Science according to the Library Science faculty at UNI. After 
reviewing much of the literature written on selection aids and procedures 
in media selection, this researcher can vouch for its importance in 
Library Science. In fact, many texts have been devoted entirely to the 
philosophy, process, and techniques of media selection. 
The primary text on which the content of Media Selection is based is 
Media Programs: District and School, written by a joint committee of the 
American Association of School Librarians (AASL) and the Association for 
Educational Communications and Technology (AECT).
6 
This text of national 
standards states that materials are to be evaluated before purchase 
either by firsthand examination or by the use of reliable selection 
7 tools. On the state level, Plan for Progress ••• In the Media Center, 
K-6, and Plan for Progress ••• In the Media Center, 7-12, Iowa's 
6 AASL and the AECT, Media Programs: District and School (Chicago: 
American Library Association, 1975). 
7 Ibid., p. 63. 
8 
9 
handbo·oks of guidelines for school library media programs, advise the use 
of "authoritative selection aids" in selecting media. 8 
James Cabeceiras used startling statistics to illustrate his case 
for the use of authoritative selection aids when he stated that it took 
1,750 years to double the information available since the birth of Christ, 
150 years to double it again, only 60 years for the third doubling, and a 
mere 12 years to double the third doubling.
9 
Mildred Nickel, however, summarized best the need for selection aids. 
Decisions as to which materials are to be purchased for the 
school library media center are a serious responsibility--difficult 
to make and time-consuming. 
Because there are thousands of books and audiovisual materials 
available for purchasing, the task of selecting those which will 
best meet a school's needs is a monumental one. If it were possible 
for each media specialist to personally examine and evaluate every 
book, recording, filmstrip, tape or other like item before 
purchasing, selection would be less difficult.IO 
But because personal examination of items is rarely feasible, Ms. Nickel 
suggested that "reviews and evaluations in current periodicals, as well 
as professionally prepared and reputable selection aids, •.• should be 
11 consulted." Listed in Ms. Nickel's bibliography of recommended 
8 Iowa, Department of Public Instruction, Plan for Progress ••• 
In the Media Center, K-6, rev. ed. (Des Moines, 1979), p. 12; Plan for 
Progress • In the Media Center, 7-12, rev. ed. (Des Moines, 1980), 
p. 12. 
9 James Cabeceiras, The Multimedia Library, Materials, Selection 
and Use (New York: Academic Press, 1978), p. 24. 
IO Mildred Nickel, Steps to Service (Chicago: ALA, 1975), pp. 17, 19. 
ll Ibid., p. 20. 
10 
selection aids were nearly all of those selection aids recommended in 
d . 1 h h d . h d · f h · 
12 
Me 1a Se ection w ic are mentione int e intro uct1on o tis paper. 
The literature has indeed heralded the use of selection tools in selecting 
media, but do authors and educators suggest specific ones over others? 
In short, are SLJ, Booklist, and H. W. Wilson's, R.R. Bowker's or Bro-
Dart's selection bibliographies suggested in this paper given recognition? 
In checking both levels of the Iowa handbooks on guidelines for 
- school library media programs, this researcher found that the bibliography 
on selection aids included almost all of the aforementioned tools.
13 
Present on a list of "selection and finding resources" prepared by 
Betty Jo Buckingham, Iowa educational media consultant, were over 90 
percent of all the selection tools (dated 1978 or earlier) appearing on 
Media Selection's bibliography. This list included SLJ, Booklist and the 
1 b ·b1· h. 
14 
genera purpose 1 1ograp 1es. 
Furthermore, James Acton, in a research study on book selection 
practices in 1971, learned that the three top selection aids used by high 
school librarians responding were an H. W. Wilson's catalog, Booklist, 
and SLJ. 
15 
12 Ibid., pp. 21-29. 
13 Iowa, Department of Public Instruction, K-6, pp. 29-30; Iowa, 
Department of Public Instruction, 7-12, pp. 29-30. 
14 Betty Jo Buckingham, "A Bibliography of Selection Sources," 
A Selection Bibliography, 4th ed., 1979. (UNI: Microfiche No. 
P982CU/2:5464/1979). 
15 James Acton, "A Survey of Book Selection Practices and Conditions 
in Some Iowa High Schools," Research Paper. UNI, 1971, p. 9. 
11 
Betty Carter and Karen Harris also stated that Booklist and SLJ are 
exceptional reviewing tools in their research study comparing children's 
book choices to those of experienced professional reviewers. Carter and 
Harris considered the two journals "the most used professional guides in 
school libraries." They agreed that users of those journals had "access 
to virtually all of the published titles. 1116 Warren Hicks valued Booklist 
because this journal featured evaluative reviews in more than one 
d
. 17 me ium. 
From a (former) book promoter's point of view, Daniel Melcher 
suggested that the most effective book promotion is getting that book in 
well-known reviewing sources such as Booklist. He added that an author 
can be shown that the publisher and promoter are doing a lot to promote 
that author's book when the title "gets all the proper listings in all 
the Bowker, Wilson publications. 1118 
Every listing this researcher read of reputable selection aids 
suggested by authors and educators in the field of Library Science 
verified those selection tools specifically identified in this research 
study as well as many others on the Selection Tool bibliography of Media 
Selection. 
16 Betty Carter and Karen Harris, "The Children and the Critics: 
How Do Their Book Selections Compare?" School Library Media Quarterly, 
10 (Fall 1981), p. 55. 
17 Warren Hicks and Alma Tillin, Managing Multi-Media Libraries 
(New York: R.R. Bowker, 1977), p. 142. 
18 Daniel Melcher and Margaret Saul, Melcher on Acquisition 
(Chicago: ALA, 1971), pp. 101-102. 
12 
But what about special area bibliographies? Is it necessary to 
expend funds on them when media specialists may have general selection 
aids and journals? The literature has shown that the trend in the school 
library collections is toward curriculum related materials. In the 
Education Amendments of 1978, a significant change was made in this 
direction when Part B of Title IV was changed from Library and Learning 
Resources to Instructional and School Library Resources. In a sense the 
change was a mandate ordering local personnel to "insure coordination of 
selection of equipment and materials with school curricula •••• 1119 
Today's media specialist "serves in the triple capacity of team teacher, 
media programming engineer and curriculum consultant. 1120 The media 
specialist, educators said, should possess the expertise to help teachers 
select the right mixture of media and methods which can be used most 
effectively. "The administrator who values the school library media 
center as an integral part of the educational program will expect the 
library media specialist to. take an active part in all phases of 
21 
curriculum development." In order to possess the expertise in the 
selection of curriculum related materials to achieve a highly relevant 
collection, it would seem to this researcher that the use of special 
area selection aids would be a necessity. The UNI Library Science faculty 
19 O'Hare, Joanne, ed., Bowker Annual of Library and Book Trade 
Information, 27th ed. (New York: R.R. Bowker, 1982), p. 221. 
20 Nevada Wallis Thomason, ed., The Library Media Specialist in 
Curriculum Development (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1981), p. vii. 
21 Ibid., p. ix. 
13 
has shown that it is meeting the expectations of these educators by 
including special area selection aids in the course's selection bibliog-
raphy and encouraging students to use appropriate ones in developing a 
relevant collection. But are the media specialists following those 
expectations of the UNI faculty by using special area bibliographies? 
Could it be that once the media specialists have at their disposal the 
most reputable selection tools available, they become too involved with 
media skills classes, student assistance, teacher consultations, 
committee meetings, administrative duties and clerical chores to spend 
the time seeking favorable reviews for items being considered for 
purchase? Is it not a temptation to go ahead and order a "great" book 
read by a faculty member's mother, or another book by an author who has 
"always" written good books in the past? It may be a temptation, but 
nowhere in the literature is there any support given to purchasing 
materials before examining or finding reviews for them. In fact, 
Emmanuel Prostano reported that some school districts may even require 
as many as three positive written reviews before considering materials 
22 
for purchase. 
Dale Birch's research study lead him to conclude that reviews are 
important to librarians in selection when part of his 1976 survey 
revealed that positive reviews influenced public school librarians far 
22 Emmanuel Prostano and Joyce S. Prostano, The School Library Media 
Center (Littleton, CO: Libraries Unlimited, 1977), p. 76. 
14 
h f 1 d . h . 1 f 23 more tan acu ty recommen ations or any ot er singe actor. Betty Jo 
Buckingham has supported selection based on reliable reviews because they 
"help to narrow the search and avoid irresponsible dependence on pre-
24 selected packages." However, it is Marda Woodbury who could speak for 
most authors this researcher read on media selection when she pointed out 
that even though only ten percent of the books published are reviewed, 
. bbl h f 1 · 25 reviews were pro a y t e most common means o se ection. 
In selecting media, media specialists primarily use two types of 
selection aids, current reviewing sources and published bibliographies. 
Because the currency of materials ordered will often determine which 
type of selection aid is used, one must learn whether media specialists 
are ordering more back-list titles or more current titles. Mimi Kayden 
stated that ten to fifteen years ago libraries spent about sixty-five 
percent of their materials budget on replacement copies of back-list 
titles. Whereas two years ago (due in part to the high cost of reprinting 
and therefore unavailability of back-list titles) only twenty-five percent 
of the materials budget was spent on back-list titles and seventy-five 
23 Dale Birch, "A Study on Book Selection: Factors and Practices 
Influencing Selection Sources for Purchasing and Reviewing Media Used 
by Selected Iowa Public School Librarians," Research Paper, UNI, 1976, 
p. 39. 
24 Betty Jo Buckingham, n.p. 
25 Marda Woodbury, Selecting Materials for Instruction: Media and 
Curriculum (Littleton, CO: Libraries Unlimited, 1980), p. 89. 
. l 26 percent was spent on new tit es. This researcher would like to 
know what percentage of library materials in 1983-84 are being selected 
from current reviewing sources and from published bibliographies. 
15 
Part of the mechanics of media selection is maintaining a consider-
ation file in which bibliographic information is kept along with, in many 
cases, brief comments and sources from favorable reviews. Warren Hicks, 
among others, was convinced that a consideration file is "indispensable 
for efficient acquisition;" the producer/vendor card, as he calls it, 
27 
makes information "fingertip knowledge." In fact this card is such an 
accepted part of the selection/acquisition process that companies make 
them commercially available. 
According to the Media Selection Tools bibliography, the library 
materials budget is to be expended to develop a collection that satisfies 
h d f d h . l 28 t e nee so users an t e curricu um. No quantitative guidelines were 
given as to the amounts spent on the different types of materials. Does 
the literature suggest any quantitative guidelines? In 1969, the national 
Standards for School Media Programs suggested splitting the materials 
budget in half between print and nonprint materials.
29 
However, Janelle 
26 Mimi Kayden, "In Print or Out of Print? The Continuing Problem," 
Top of the News (Spring 1982), pp. 236-39. 
27 Warren Hicks and Alma Tillin, Developing Multi-Media Libraries 
(New York: R.R. Bowker, 1970), p. 47. 
28 Media Selection Tools, p. i. 
29 AASL and Department of Audiovisual Instruction, Standards for 
School Media Programs (Chicago: ALA, 1969), p. 35. 
16 
Barkema, in her research study conducted in 1973, concerning the expendi-
tures for materials in some Iowa high school library media centers, 
discovered that these schools were not splitting the budget evenly between 
print and nonprint. Only an average of 28.19 percent of the library 
materials budget was spent on the nonprint. And furthermore, in eleven 
schools nothing was being spent on nonprint media! 30 Is this inequitable 
split typical of library materials budgets across the nation? In a survey 
done nationwide by Robert Heintze for the National Center for Education 
Statistics, the average per pupil expenditures in public school libraries 
for books in 1978 was $4.25; while the averaging expenditure for "other 
materials" (including microforms and audiovisual equipment) was $1.47. 31 
Perhaps in light of the inequitable budget findings, the 1975 national 
standards avoided any quantitative guidelines concerning a budget break-
down between print and nonprint materials. Instead, the 1975 standards 
came forth advising that "budgeting practices (should) provide for 
flexibility in choice of media formats • ; decisions concerning the 
amounts of materials ••• are made on the basis of program and user 
32 needs." 
30 Janelle Barkema, "A Study of Expenditures for Materials in 
Instructional Materials Centers in Iowa High Schools," Research Paper, 
UNI, 1973, p. 20. 
31 Robert Heintze, "Statistics of Public School Libraries/Media 
Centers," National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department of 
Education (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1981), p. 8. 
32 AASL and the AECT, p. 68. 
17 
In more thorough research studies in Iowa schools (by Mary Lou 
McGrew and Betty Jo Buckingham) regarding the status of library media 
services in 1976 and 1980, it was discovered that in 1980, the average 
expenditure in K-6 centers for print media was $1,834, compared to $610 
average expenditure for nonprint media. In 7-12 centers in 1980, the 
ratio of print to nonprint was $3,635 to $1,081. 33 On both grade level 
spans, about thirty percent of the materials budget was allotted to non-
print. In a more recent study on expenditures for resources in school 
library media centers conducted in 1983, Marilyn Miller and Barbara Moran 
verified on a national level McGrew's and Buckingham's three to one ratio 
f . . d. . d. . I 34 o print to nonpr1nt expen 1tures in me 1a centers in owa. 
What are the reasons for this inequity? In the literature, there 
was mentioned the difficulty of finding good reliable evaluative reviews 
for recent audiovisual materials that include both technical and literary 
coverage. Moreover, print material can often be ordered from one or two 
vendors, whereas each item of nonprint media must usually be ordered from 
the producer. In media selection literature, authors advise previewing 
most nonprint media, a rather inconvenient and time-consuming process. 
More often than not, audiovisual items are more expensive than print items 
and require equipment to use them. On the other hand, with the emphasis 
33 Mary Lou McGrew and Betty Jo Buckingham, Survey of the Status 
of Media Services in Iowa Public Schools (Des Moines: Department of 
Public Instruction, 1982), p. 52. 
34 Marilyn Miller and Barbara Moran, "Expenditures for Resources 
in School Library Media Centers FY '82-'83," SLJ (October 1983), p. 108. 
18 
being placed on multimedia approaches to individualized learning, and with 
increasing instructional applications of the computer in the curriculum, 
the nonprint "slice" of the materials budget may increase in Iowa schools 
in 1983. This researcher thinks Iowa media specialists would like to know 
if the audiovisual materials budget is, in fact, more than twenty-five 
percent of the total. 
The philosophy, objectives, and role expectations of Media Selection 
are clearly stated to students. The reviewing journals and selection 
bibliographies analyzed and recoilllllended in Media Selection are indeed 
those that are used and recoilllllended by authors and educators in Library 
Science. The reviewing process and techniques taught in Media Selection 
and discussed in this paper seem to be ones that most librarians and 
educators involved in media selection espouse. Media specialists are no 
longer bound to any quantitative guidelines in materials expenditures as 
far as national standards are concerned. A "balanced" collection is one 
that fills the needs of all the users in all areas of the curriculum. 
The literature also shows increasing role expectations for the media 
specialists. They are to be media skills teachers, co-teachers, media 
selectors, media producers, media maintenance persons, curriculum 
consultants, and managers. Add to this, rising prices, falling enroll-
ment, shrinking budgets, and new technology, and a situation now exists 
where, although careful selection is more critical than ever, specialists 
may have to compromise their use of recoilllllended selection aids, or modify 
reviewing procedures, or make alterations in their materials budgets. 
This researcher attempted to discover if these changes were taking place 




The information needed to test the hypotheses for this research 
study was obtained from certified school library media specialists 
employed in Iowa under Endorsement 34. These media specialists have 
completed the Library Science program at UNI as described in Chapter 
One within approximately the last four years, that is from May of 1979 
through the summer of 1983. It was felt that those media specialists 
who have completed the UNI program within that period of time would 
have more clearly in mind the philosophy, tools, and procedures discussed 
and recommended in the course, Media Selection. The preliminary popula-
tion for this study included fifty-seven media specialists. The 
researcher had the resources to survey that size population. The names 
of those media specialists were furnished by the head of the Department 
of Library Science at UNI. The Basic Education Data list of librarians 
and audiovisual specialists for the 1983-84 school year, the current 
IEMA Directory and Library Science Department files were sources of 
school addresses for those selected media specialists employed in Iowa. 35 
From these sources, mailing addresses for forty-six of the intended 
population of fifty-seven media specialists were available, and the 
questionnaire was mailed to those forty-six media specialists. 




Data Gathering Instrument 
The information needed to conduct this research study was obtained 
by means of an eight-part survey questionnaire. The first part of the 
questionnaire was a six-column chart (see Appendix B). In the first 
column, respondents marked an X beside those selection tools (listed in 
the second column) they used to select library materials. Respondents 
marked an X in either column number three, "My building;" column number 
four, "Shared in district;" column number five, "AEA;" or column number 
six, "Other (Specify)," to indicate at which level the selection tool is 
available. The tools selected for inclusion on the chart are those which 
have been highlighted over the years. Those selection tools are listed 
on the chart in the following categories: 
Current Reviewing Sources 
Booklist, Paul H. Brawley, ed. Chicago: American Library 
Association (ALA), 1984. 
Hornbook, Ethel L. Heins, ed. Boston: Horn Book Inc., 1984. 
Library Journal, John N. Berry III., ed. New York: R.R. Bowker, 
1984. 
Science Books and Films, Kathleen Johnston, ed. Washington, D.C.: 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1984. 
SLJ. School Library Journal, Lillian N. Gerhardt, ed. New York: 
R.R. Bowker, 1984. 
Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books, Zena Sutherland, ed. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984. 
VOYA (Voice of Youth Advocates), Dorothy M. Broderick and M. K. 
Chelton, eds. University, AL: Voice of Youth Advocates Inc., 
1983. 
General Purpose Bibliographies 
Children's Catalog, 14th ed. with annual supplements, Richard 
Isaacson and Gary Bogart, eds. New York: H. W. Wilson, 1981. 
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Junior High School Library Catalog, 4th ed. with annual supplements, 
Gary Bogart and Richard Isaacson, eds. New York: H. W. Wilson, 
1980. 
Senior High School Library Catalog, 3rd ed. with annual supplements, 
Gary Bogart and Richard Isaacson, eds. New York: H. W. Wilson, 
1982. 
Books for Secondary School Libraries, 6th ed. compiled by the Ad Hoc 
Committee of the National Association of Independent Schools. 
New York: R.R. Bowker, 1981. 
Core Media Collection for Elementary Schools, Lucy Gregor Brown, 
ed. New York: R.R. Bowker, 1978. 
Core Media Collection for Secondary Schools, 2nd ed., Lucy Gregor 
Brown, ed. New York: R.R. Bowker, 1979. 
Elementary School Library Collection; A Guide to Books and Other 
Media, 13th ed., Lois Winkler, ed. Newark: Bro-Dart Foundation, 
1982. 
Special Area Bibliographies 
Adventuring With Books: A Booklist for Pre-K-Grade 6, new edition, 
Mary Lou White, ed. Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers 
of English (NCTE), 1981. 
Best in Children's Books: Guide to Children's Literature 1973-1978, 
by Zena Sutherland. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980. 
Bookfinder: Guide to Children's Literature About the Needs and 
Problems of Youth Ages 2-15, 2 vols. by Sharon Dreyer. Circle 
Pines, MN: American Guidance Service, 1977, 1981. 
Books for the Gifted Child by Barbara H. Baskin and Karen H. Harris. 
New York: R.R. Bowker, 1980. 
Books for You: A Booklist for Senior High Students, 7th ed., 
Kenneth L. Donelson. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1982. 
Books in American History: A Basic List for High Schools and Junior 
Colleges by John E. Wiltz, 2nd ed. by Nancy C. Cridland. 
Bloomington, IN: University Press, 1981. 
Books on American Indians and Eskimos: A Selection Guide for 
Children and Young Adults by Mary Jo Lass-Woodfin. Chicago: 
ALA, 1978. 
Books to Help Children Cope with Separation and Loss by Joanne E. 
Bernstein. New York: R.R. Bowker, 1977. 
Current Career and Occupational Literature In Two Volumes, 1973-
1977; 1977-1979 by Leonard H. Goodman. New York: Wilson, 
1978, 1980. 
E Is For Everybody: A Manual for Bringing Fine Picture Books Into 
the Hands and Hearts of Children by Nancy Palette, 2nd ed. 
Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1982. 
Exploring Books with Gifted Children by Nancy Palette and Marjorie 
Hamlin. Littleton, CO: Libraries Unlimited, 1980. 
Guide to Reference Books for School Media Centers, 2nd ed. by 
Christine G. Wynar. Littleton, CO: Libraries Unlimited, 1981. 
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Her Way: Biographies of Women for Young People by Mary Ellen Kulkin. 
Chicago: ALA, 1976. 
High Interest Easy Reading for Junior and Senior High School 
Students, 3rd ed., Marian White, ed. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1979. 
Index to Collective Biographies for Young Readers: Elementary and 
Junior High School Level, 3rd ed. by Judith Silverman. New York: 
R.R. Bowker, 1979. 
Literature By and About the American Indian: An Annotated Bibliog-
raphy, 2nd ed. by Anna Lee Stensland. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1979. 
Notes from A Different Drunnner: A Guide to Juvenile Fiction 
Portraying the Handicapped by Barbara Baskin and Karen Harris. 
New York: R.R. Bowker, 1977. 
Picture Books for Gifted Programs by Nancy Palette. Metuchen, NJ: 
Scarecrow Press, 1981. 
Reading Ladders for Human Relations, 6th ed., Eileen Tway, ed. 
Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1981. 
Reference Books for Children, 3rd ed. by Carolyn Peterson and Ann 
Fenton. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1981. 
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Selection Guide Series 
Latino Materials: A Multimedia Guide for Children and Young 
Adults by Daniel Flores Duran. New York: Neal-Schuman, 1979. 
Energy: A Multimedia Guide for Children and Young Adults by 
Judith Higgins. New York: Neal-Schuman, 1979. 
Work-wise: Learning About the World of Work from Books by 
Diane Gersoni-Edelman. New York: Neal-Schuman, 1980. 
Drugs: A Multimedia Sourcebook for Children and Young Adults by 
Sharon A •. Charles and Sari Feldman. New York: Neal-Schuman, 
1980. 
Sports: A Multimedia Guide for Children and Young Adults by 
Calvin Blickle and Frances Corcoran. New York: Neal-Schuman, 
1980. 
China: A Multimedia Guide by Mary Robinson Sive. New York: 
Neal-Schuman, 1982. 
Periodical Sources 
Abridged Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature. New York: 
H. W. Wilson, 1983. 
Children's Magazine Guide, Karen Richgruber, ed. Madison, WI: 
P. T. Rowland, publisher, 1984. 
Periodicals for School Media Programs, Selma K. Richardson, ed. 
Chicago: ALA, 1978. 
Part two of the questionnaire asked for the number of favorable reviews 
sought for each title considered for purchase. Part three asked 
respondents for the percentages of library materials ordered from 
(1) current reviewing sources and (2) published bibliographies. Part 
four asked whether or not the media specialists maintain an organized 
consideration file. Part five called for a listing of the amounts of 
money the media specialists have spent or have encumbered for eight 
specific types of library materials during the 1983-84 school year. 
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The sixth and seventh parts of the questionnaire asked for data on the 
grade level span and number of students served by the media specialist. 
While the hypotheses were not tested with consideration for school 
enrollment and grade levels served, data was grouped according to five 
grade spans: K-8, Middle/Junior High, Junior/Senior High, Senior High, 
and K-12, in order to determine if the spans influenced the number and 
kinds of selection tools used, the selection procedures followed, and 
budget priorities established. Therefore, this information was sought 
so any observed trends could be noted in the narrative analysis. Part 
eight asked the media specialists to indicate by signing their names and 
addresses that they would like a copy of the results of this research 
study. 
Procedure 
Before mailing the data instrument to the selected media specialists, 
the instrument was pretested by sending it to one elementary and two 
secondary media specialists. They were to judge the instrument on clarity 
of directions, structure of format, and ease of answering the questions. 
All three specialists reported that the instrument was easy to understand 
and to answer. 
A copy of the survey questionnaire along with a cover letter (see 
Appendix A) and a return-addressed, stamped envelope were mailed to the 
selected media specialists on March 12, 1984. Because forty-one out of 
forty-six media specialists (89 percent) responded within two weeks, it 
was decided not to mail a follow-up letter. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
Analysis of the Data 
The purpose of this research study was to find out what selection 
tools and procedures are being used by school library media specialists 
in media selection. Another purpose of the study was to find out what 
the library materials budget priorities were in 1983-84. 
To gather the data, an eight-part questionnaire was developed and 
pre-tested by sending it to three school library media specialists for 
clarification. All three responded that the instrument was clear and 
easy to answer. 
The questionnaire was then sent to forty-six certificated school 
library media specialists who had completed the Library Science program 
at the University of Northern Iowa within the last four years and are 
employed in Iowa under Endorsement 34. A total of forty-one responded 
to this survey for a return rate of 89 percent. Because one questionnaire 
was unusable, the data in the analysis are from forty questionnaires. 
There were sixteen hypotheses to be tested. Hypotheses one through 
seven dealt with the kinds of selection tools used and the levels at 
which they were available. Hypotheses eight through eleven dealt with 
selection methods and procedures. Hypotheses twelve through sixteen 
sought information on the amount of money being spent on different kinds 
of library materials. 
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The responses were analyzed in terms of five grade spans: K-8, 
Middle/Junior High, Junior/Senior High, Senior High, and K-12. Table 1 
shows the responding media specialists grouped by these grade spans. 
Table 1 
Number of Schools and Enrollment Ranges Served 
By Media Specialist Respondents 
Grouped by Grade Spans 
Grade Spans No. of Enrollment 
MS Range 
K-8 16 200-611 
Middle/Jr. High 7 365-610 
Jr./Sr. High 6 175-600 
Senior High 6 77-750 
K-12 5 134-780 
Of the forty respondents, sixteen or 40 percent are employed in a 
building with various combinations of grades K through 8. Seven 
respondents or 17.5 percent are in the Middle/Junior High grade span, 
while there are six respondents each or 15 percent in the Junior/Senior 
High and the Senior High grade spans. Only five respondents or 12.5 
percent made up the K-12 grade span. 
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Hypothesis 1 (H) stated that 90 percent or more of the respondents 
would use SLJ as a selection tool. The data needed to test this hypoth-
esis are displayed in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Media Specialists Using Review Periodicals 
Grouped by Grade Spans 
Grade Spans 
Review 
Periodicals K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
Booklist 15 5 4 5 4 
Hornbook 4 0 0 0 1 
Library Journal 1 1 1 1 0 
BCCBa 7 1 0 0 l 
Science Books and Films 2 0 0 0 2 
SLJ 14 6 5 5 5 
VOYA (Voice of Youth 
Advocates) 1 0 2 0 2 












aBCCB is University of Chicago Bulletin of the Center for Children's 
Books. 
This table shows the number and percentages of media specialists who use 
the seven review periodicals that were listed in the questionnaire. Since 
the data in Table 2 indicates that thirty-five of the forty respondents or 
87.5 percent used SLJ as a selection tool, H
1 
was narrowly rejected. 
Hypothesis 2 (H
2
) stated that 80 percent or more of the respondents 
would use Booklist as a selection tool. The data in Table 2 revealed that 
thirty-three respondents or 82.5 percent used Booklist as a selection tool; 
2 therefore, H is accepted. 
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All but one of the respondents in the K-8, Senior High, and K-12 
grade spans reported using Booklist, while all but one of those in the 
Middle/Junior High, Junior/Senior High, and Senior High grade spans used 
SLJ. All five of the respondents in the K-12 grade span reported using 
SLJ. Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books ranked a distant third 
with nine of the forty respondents (23 percent) using it for media 
selection. In the "Other" category, four respondents reported using 
Book Report for media selection. 
Number of Media 









Media Specialists Using Periodical 
Review Sources in Media Selection 
Grade Spans 
. . K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
0 0 1 1 0 
1 3 1 0 1 
7 3 2 4 1 
5 0 0 1 2 
2 1 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 










Table 3 shows the number of respondents who reported using anywhere 
from none to six of the review periodicals listed in Table 2. The number 
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of review periodicals most commonly used in selection was two, with seven-
teen respondents or 42.5 percent using that number. Eight respondents 
(20 percent) used three periodicals, six respondents (15 percent) used one 
periodical, and five respondents (12.5 percent) used four periodicals. 
Hypothesis 3 (H3) indicated that 70 percent or more of the media 
specialists would use one of the general purpose bibliographies listed on 
the questionnaire~ The number and percentages of the respondents who use 
the seven recommended general purpose bibliographies listed on the 
questionnaire are displayed on Table 4. Since the data revealed that 
Table 4 
Media Specialists Using General Purpose Bibliographies 
Grouped by Grade Spans 
Grade Spans Total 
General Purpose 
Bibliographies K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 N % 
Jr Hi High High 
Children's Catalog, Wilson 9 2 0 o· 4 15 37.50 
Jr. lligh Catalog, Wilson 2 7 5 0 4 18 45.00 
Sr. High Catalog, Wilson 2 1 6 3 4 16 40.00 
Books for Secondary School 
Libraries, Bowker 0 0 2 1 1 4 10.00 
Coi:e Media Collection for 
Elementary Schools, Bowker 4 0 0 0 1 5 12.50 
Core Media Collection for 
Secondary Schools, Bowker 0 0 1 1 0 2 5.00 
Elementary School Library 
Collection, Bro-dart 10 1 0 0 1 12 30.00 
Other 0 1 0 0 0 1 2.50 
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thirty-five of the forty respondents or 87.5 percent used one of those 
bibliographies, H3 is accepted. Fifteen of the twenty-eight probable 
users of the Children's Catalog (53.57 percent) used it in media selection 
compared to ten of those twenty-eight (35.71 percent) who used the 
Elementary School Library Collection. As the data show, some respondents 
are using both tools. Sixteen of the eighteen probable users of·the 
J~nior High Catalog (88.88 percent) indicated they used it in media 
selection. Of the probable users of the Senior High Catalog, thirteen of 
the seventeen (76.47 percent) used it in selection. 
Hypothesis 4 (H4) stated that 30 percent or more of the respondents 
would use one of the special area bibliographies listed on the question-
naire, The information needed to examine this hypothesis is displayed 
in Table 5. This table represents the number and percentages of media 
specialists who used those special area bibliographies that were listed 
on the survey instrument .. In regard to H4 , the data showed that twenty-
five or 62.5 percent of the respondents used at least one of those special 
area bibliographies. Therefore, H4 is accepted. 
In analyzing Table 5, one should keep in mind that many of the 
bibl,iographies are limited to a specific age level, and therefore, may be 
appropriate to one grade span or building level. The three bibliographies 
reportedly used the most (by 22.5 percent or nine of the respondents) 
were Books for You, High Interest Easy Reading for Junior and Senior High 
School Students, and Guide to Reference Books for School Media Centers. 
Reading Ladders for Human Relations and Best in Children's Books were used 
by 17.5 and 15 percent or 7 and 6 of the respondents respectively. 
Special Area 
Table 5 
Media Specialists Using Special Area Bi'S'.l.iographies 
Grouped by Grade Spans 
Grade Spans 
Bibliographies K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
Adventuring with Book.a 2 0 1 1 0 
Best in Children's Books 3 2 0 0 1 
Bookfinder 5 3 0 0 0 
Books for the Gifted Child 2 1 0 0 1 
Books for You 1 1 4 2 1 
Books in American History 0 0 0 0 0 
Bks. on American Indians and 
Eskimos 0 0 0 0 0 
Bks. to Help Children Cope 
With Separation and Loss 0 1 0 0 0 
Current Career and Occupa-
tional Literature 0 0 1 1 0 
E Is for Everybody 3 0 0 0 0 
Exploring Books with Gifted 
Children 1 2 0 0 0 
Her Way 0 0 0 0 0 
High Interest Easy Reading 
for Jr/Sr High Sch. Students 0 1 2 3 3 
Index to Collective Biogra-
phies for Young Readers 0 1 0 0 0 
Literature Ry and About the 
American Indian 0 0 0 0 0 
Notes from a Different 
Drurmner 0 0 0 0 0 
Picture Books for Gifted 
Programs 2 0 0 0 0 
Reading Ladders for Human 
Relations 2 2 0 1 2 
Guide to Reference Books for 
School Media Centers 4 1 1 2 1 
Reference Books for Children 3 0 0 0 0 
Neal-Schuman Selection Guide 
Series 0 0 0 0 0 



























Media Specialists Using Periodical Selection Sources 
Grouped by Grade Spans 
Grade Spans 
Periodical Selection 
Sources K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 N 
Jr Hi High High 
Abridged Reader's Guide 2 6 3 4 4 19 
Children's Magazine Guide 6 0 0 0 2 8 
Periodicals for School 
Media Programs 3 0 2 1 1 7 








Hypothesis 5 (H5) stated that 50 percent or more of the respondents 
would report using one of the periodical selection sources listed on the 
questionnaire. Hypothesis 5 was accepted because thirty-four respondents 
or 85 percent used at least one of those periodical selection sources. 
At least one respondent in both the K-8 and K-12 grade spans used all 
three of those periodical sources. Three respondents (two of those were 
in the Senior High grade span) reported using Reader's Guide rather than 
the Abridged Reader's Guide. Two respondents reported using Magazines 
for Libraries edited by Bill Katz while two others used distributors' 
catalogs. 
The sixth hypothesis (H6) to be tested stated that 75 percent or 
more of the respondents would use selection aids they had purchased for 
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their own buildings. The data in Table 7 showed that thirty-six 
respondents or 90 percent purchased selection tools at the building 
level; therefore, H6 is accepted. 
Table 7 
Number of Media Specialists Purchasing 
Selection Tools at Building Level 
Grade Spans 
Number of Tools Purchased 
at Building Level K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
1 2 0 1 1 0 
2 4 0 0 0 0 
3 2 1 1 0 0 
4 1 1 0 1 0 
5 2 2 0 1 1 
6 0 0 0 0 0 
7 1 0 2 1 0 
8 1 0 2 1 1 
9 0 1 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 2 
11 1 0 0 0 1 















a There were no respondents who purchased between 12-17 tools. 
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Table 7 shows the number of media specialists who purchased one or 
more selection tools at the building level. Six respondents or 15 percent 
purchased for their buildings five of the tools they used, whereas five 
respondents or 12.5 percent purchased eight of the tools they used. Four 
respondents each reported purchasing one, two, three, and seven tools. 






Number of Media Specialists Reporting 
Various Sources of Selection Tools 
Grade Spans 
K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
13 7 6 5 5 
11 1 2 1 0 
8 1 1 3 1 







Table 8 shows the distribution by level of sources of the selection 
tools used by the respondents. In analyzing the data, it was noted that 
thirty-six or 90 percent of the respondents purchased and used the 
selection tools at the building level. Hypothesis 7 (H7) stated that 30 
percent or more of the respondents would use selection aids they shared 
within the district or borrowed from their AEA's. The data indicates 
acceptance of H7 because well over 30 percent (29 or 72.5 percent) of the 
respondents used selection aids located elsewhere in the district and at 
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their AEA's. Three respondents reported using selection aids in the 
University of Northern Iowa Library, and two others reported using selec-
tion aids they purchased personally for themselves. 
Hypothesis 8 (H
8
) stated that 85 percent or more of the respondents 
would seek at least one favorable review before making a purchase 
decision. 8 The data to test H are represented in Table 9. 






Number of Media Specialists Who Seek 
One or More Favorable Reviews 
Grade Spans 
K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
0 0 0 1 0 
8 6 5 3 1 
8 1 1 2 4 







Table 9 shows the number of media specialists who sought none, one, two 
or three favorable reviews when considering media for purchase. Because 
the data indicates that all but one of the forty respondents or 97.5 
h 1 f bl . H
8 . d percent soug tat east one avora e review, is accepte. The data 
in Table 8 also seemed to indicate that many media specialists were 
selecting carefully since sixteen of this researcher's population (40 
percent) sought two favorable reviews. 
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Hypotheses nine through sixteen are stated in such a way that one 
hundred percent compliance is implied to test these hypotheses. The 
tables are structured to show the population that fell on either side of 
the percentages established in the hypotheses. 
The ninth hypothesis (H9) stated that 75 percent or more of library 
materials would be selected from current reviewing sources. The data 
needed to accept or reject H9 are displayed in Table 10. This table, 
which shows the number and percentage of media specialists who selected 
more than and less than 75 percent of their materials from current 
reviewing sources, presents data that rejects Hypothesis 9. Only 23 or 
58.97 of the respondents selected 75 percent of their materials from 






Number of Media Specialists Who Select Media 
From Current Reviewing Sources 
Grade Spans 
of Materials 
K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
or more 14 4 2 2a 1 






One respondent in this grade span did not answer the question. 
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10 Hypothesis 10 (H ) stated that 25 percent or fewer of the library 
materials would be selected from published bibliographies. Table 11, 
which displays the number and percentage of media specialists who selected 
more than and less than 26 percent of their materials from published 
bibliographies, indicates that only thirty-one of the thirty-nine respond-
ents (one respondent omitted this question) or 79.49 percent selected 25 







Number of Media Specialists Who Select Media 
From Published Bibliographies 
Grade Spans 
of Materials 
K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
or more 0 2 3 2a 1 






a One respondent in this grade span did not answer the question. 
Because part three of the data instrument asked the respondents to 
indicate only the percentage of library materials selected from current 
reviewing sources and published bibliographies and did not include an 
"Other" category naming specific alternative sources, part three in eight 
of the instruments did not add up to 100 percent. Two respondents 
reported that they used publishers' catalogs to select 30 and 80 percent 
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respectively of their library materials. One respondent said 70 percent 
of the materials was selected from previews and recommendations. The 
data also showed that fourteen of the sixteen or 87.5 percent of the 
respondents in the K-8 grade span selected primarily from current reviewing 
sources, and none of them in this span selected more than 25 percent of 
their materials from published bibliographies. 
Table 12 
Methods of Recording Media for Consideration to Purchase By 
. Number of Media Specialists According to Grade Spans 
Grade Spans Total 
Methods of Recording Media 
K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 N % 
Jr Hi High High 
Consideration File 14 7 5 6 4 36 90.00 
Publisher/Vendor List 2a 0 2a la 1 6 15.00 
Other lb 0 0 0 0 1 2.50 
a Three respondents use both a consideration file and a publisher/ 
vendor list. 
bone respondent uses a computer data base. 
In order to test Hypothesis 11 (H11), which stated that 55 percent 
or more of the respondents would use a consideration file, the media 
specialists were asked to indicate what method of listing or recording 
library materials considered for purchase that they used. These findings 
are displayed in Table 12. This table like others before it shows the 
number and percentage of media specialists who used one of the methods 
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listed in the instrument for recording media. The fact that thirty-six or 
90 percent of the respondents used a consideration file leads to acceptance 
of H
11
• Furthermore, six or 15 percent of the respondents use a publisher/ 
vendor list or a combination of both the file and the list. One respondent 
reported using a computer data base, and one other respondent indicated 
she/he will be using a computer data base next year. 
Hypotheses 12 through 16 dealt with the percentages of the library 
materials budget that were spent on different types of library materials. 
On the survey instrument, media specialists wrote down the amounts of 
money spent on books, periodicals, the professional collection, filmstrips, 
kits, audio recordings, transparencies, videotapes, and computer software. 




) stated that 55 percent or more of the materials 
budget would be spent on books. After computing the percentages, the 
results are displayed in Table 13. 
Percentage of Budget 
Allotment 
55 percent or more 
54 percent or less 
Table 13 
Budget Allotment for Books By 
Number of Media Specialists 
Grade Spans 
K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr 
Jr Hi High High 
12 5 2 5 
4 2 4 1 
Total 
K-12 N % 
2 28 70.00 
3 12 30.00 
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Table 13 shows the number and percentage of respondents who did and 
did not allot 55 percent or more of the materials budget to books. Because 
the data clearly showed that only twenty-eigot or 70 percent of the 
respondents actually spent 55 percent of their budgets on books, H
12 
must 
be rejected. This researcher noted that eight of the twelve respondents 
who spent less than 55 percent on books, did spend more than 20 percent 
of their budget on periodicals. 
Although there was no hypothesis to test the budget allotment for 
professional materials, media specialists were asked in part five of the 
questionnaire to record the amount of money they spent on their profes-
sional collections. Fourteen of the sixteen respondents or 87.5 percent 
in the K-8 grade span spent an average of 3.67 percent of the materials 
budget on professional materials. Five of the seven respondents or 71.43 
percent in the Middle/Junior High grade span spent an average of 2.05 
percent on professional materials. In the Junior/Senior High grade span, 
five of the six respondents or 83.33 percent spent an average of 6.66 
percent on professional materials. Of the six respondents in the Senior 
High grade span, only two or 33.33 percent spent an average of 6.91 
percent on professional materials, whereas three of the five respondents 
or 60 percent in K-12 spent an average of 3.94 percent on professional 
materials. Eleven respondents did not record any amount of money spent 
on the professional collection. 
Hypothesis 13 (H13) stated that 20 percent or more of the materials 
budget would be spent on periodicals. The results that determined the 
acceptance or rejection of H
13 
are displayed on Table 14. 
Percentage of Budget 
Allotment 
20 percent or more 
19 percent or less 
Table 14 
Budget Allotment for Periodicals 
By Number of Media Specialists 
Grade Spans 
K-8 Midl/ .Jr/Sr Sr 
Jr Hi High High 
4 5 4 5 
12 2 2 1 
41 
Total 
K-12 N % 
4 22 55.00 
1 18 45.00 
Table 14 shows the number and percentage of respondents who did and 
did not allot 20 percent or more of their materials budgets to periodicals. 
Because the data showed that only twenty-two of the forty respondents or 
55 percent actually spent 20 percent or more of their budgets on period-
· 1 H13 1 b . d ica s, must a so e reJecte. Four of the five or 83 percent of the 
respondents in the Senior High span spent 20 percent or more of their 
budgets on periodicals. Of the eighteen respondents who spent less than 
20 percent on periodicals, twelve or 66.66 percent of them were in the 
K-8 grade span. Perhaps even more significant is the fact that twelve 
of the sixteen respondents or 75 percent of the K-8 grade span spent less 
than 20 percent of their budgets on periodicals. 
Hypothesis 14 (H14) stated that audiovisual materials would represent 
25 percent of the materials budget. After computing the figures, the 
· f · H14 d. 1 d T bl 15 in ormation to test was isp aye on a e • This table shows the 
number and percentage of respondents who did and did not allot 25 percent 






Budget Allotment for Audiovisual Materials 
By Number of .Media Specialists 
Grade Spans 
of Budget 
K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
or more 3 2 0 0 0 








is clearly rejected, for only five of forty or 12.5 percent 
of the respondents spent 25 percent or more of their budgets on audio-
visual materials. A significant 87.5 percent of the respondents spent 
24 percent or less on audiovisual materials. In fact, not one respondent 
in grade spans, Junior/Senior High, Senior High, and K-12 spent more than 
24 percent on audiovisual materials. Eleven respondents reported their 
budgets were allotted entirely to print materials. Of these eleven, four 
specifically stated that audiovisual materials were purchased from a 
different budget, presumably not under the control of the media specialist. 
15 
Hypothesis 15 (H ) stated that computer software would represent 25 
percent or more of the nonprint materials budget. The data needed to 
test this hypothesis is displayed on Table 16. Since eleven respondents 
indiciated that they do not, in fact, have a nonprint materials budget, 
the number and percentages of respondents are based on a total of 






Nonprint Materials Budget Allotment for Computer 
Software by Number of Media Specialists 
Grade Spans 
of Budget 
K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 
Jr Hi High High 
or more 6 1 0 0 2 





a Total number of respondents is twenty-nine rather than forty. 
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Table 16 represents the number and percentage of respondents who 
did and did not allot 25 percent or more of their nonprint materials 
budgets to computer software. The data indicated that only nine of 
twenty-nine respondents or 31.03 percent spent 25 percent or more of 
their nonprint budgets on computer software, whereas twenty or 68.97 
percent of the respondents spent less than 25 percent on computer soft-
ware~ Therefore, H15 is rejected. However, it was noted the seven 
respondents stated that computer software was either purchased from a 
different budget or at the district level. 
In regard to other audiovisual materials, Hypothesis 16 (H
16
) stated 
that filmstrips, kits, audio recordings, transparencies, and videotapes 
together would represent 75 percent or more of the nonprint materials 
budget~ The data needed to test this hypothesis is displayed on 
Table 17. 
Table 17 
Nonprint Materials Budget Allotment for Audiovisual Materials 
Other Than Computer Software by Number of Media Specialists 
Grade Spans Total 
Percentage of Budget 
Allotment K-8 Midl/ Jr/Sr Sr K-12 N % 
Jr Hi High High 
75 percent or more 8 6 2 2 3 21a 72.41 
74 percent or less 6 0 0 0 2 Ba 27.59 
~otal number of respondents is twenty-nine rather than forty. 
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Table 17 shows the number and percentage of respondents who did and 
did not allot 75 percent or more of their nonprint materials budgets to 
audiovisual materials other than computer software. Because the data 
show that twenty-one of twenty-nine respondents or 72.41 percent allotted 
75 percent or more of their materials budgets to audiovisual materials, 
H16 . 1 . d is a so reJecte. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
The purposes of this study were to learn what media selection tools 
and procedures are being used by a selected group of school library media 
specialists, and to learn what the library materials budget priorities 
were in 1983-84. The data were obtained and analyzed from an eight-
part questionnaire sent to forty-six certificated Iowa school library 
media specialists. Analysis of data was based, for the most part, on 
forty questionnaires that were completed and returned to this researcher. 
There were sixteen hypotheses to be tested. Hypotheses one through 
seven dealt with the kinds of selection tools used and the levels at 
which they were available. 
Hypothesis 1, which stated that 90 percent or more of the respondents 
would use SLJ as a selection tool, was narrowly rejected as the data 
indicated that 87.5 percent of the respondents reported using SLJ as a 
selection tool. 
Hypothesis 2, which stated that 80 percent or more of the respondents 
would use Booklist as a selection tool, was accepted because the data 
showed that 82.5 percent of the respondents used Booklist. 
1 
Although H was 
rejected, it was noted that more respondents used SLJ than used Booklist. 
The use of SLJ and Booklist tends to confirm the findings of Acton and 
Carter noted in the literature review. 
Hypothesis 3 indicated that 70 percent or more of the respondents 
would use a general purpose bibliography listed on the questionnaire in 
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media selection, and Hypothesis 4 stated that 30 percent or more of the 
respondents would use a special area bibliography on the questionnaire in 
media selection. 3 4 Both H and H were accepted as the data indicated that 
87.5 percent of the respondents used a general purpose bibliography, and 
62.5 percent of the respondents used at least one special area bibliography 
in media selection. The data showed that some respondents used more than 
one special area bibliography. Those bibliographies used more than the 
others dealt more with interest appeal and easy reading (hi/lo) or with 
appropriate reference books and not with multiculturalism. 
Hypothesis 5 stated that 50 percent or more of the respondents would 
use one of the periodical sources listed on the questionnaire. Because 
that data showed that 62.5 percent did indeed use at least one of those 
periodical sources listed on the questionnaire, H5 was accepted. 
With regard to the use of the selection tools on the questionnaire 
and recommended by many authorities in the area of media selection, the 
acceptance of four of the first five hypotheses seems to indicate that 
certificated media specialists in this study are, in fact, using those 
media selection tools that are recommended. Perhaps the reasons that H
1 
was rejected were because of the recent practice of publishers citing 
reviewed books and reviewing sources in their catalogs. Since these 
catalogs are sent free of charge to media specialists, some may be 
depending on them rather than paying the high subscription rates and 
purchase prices of selection tools. For example, SLJ has almost tripled 
in price ($17.00 to $47.00) since 1978-79. 
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Hypothesis 6 stated that 75 percent or more of the respondents would 
purchase selection tools for their own media centers, and Hypothesis 7 
stated that 30 percent or more would use selection tools shared within the 
di$trict or borrowed from their AEA's. Because the data showed that 90 
percent of those respondents purchased selection tools for their own 
buildings, and that 72.5 percent of the respondents used selection tools 
6 7 shared within the district or borrowed from their AEA's, both H and H 
were accepted. What is significant here is that almost three-fourths 
(72.5 percent) of these media specialists used selection tools they had 
to borrow from the district or the AEA. This data would indicate that 
most media specialists want to use more than one tool even if they must 
borrow one. 
Concerning the number of reviews sought in media selection, all but 
one of the respondents (97.5 percent) reported seeking at least one 
favorable review; therefore, Hypothesis 8, which indicated 85 percent of 
the respondents would seek one favorable review, was accepted. Considering 
the fact that 57.5 percent of the respondents reported seeking one 
favorable review while 40 percent sought two, it may be concluded that 
these media specialists deem it important to select media on the basis 
of favorable reviews. 
This study gathered and analyzed data on the percentages of library 
materials selected from current reviewing sources and from published 
bibliographies. Both Hypothesis 9, which stated that 75 percent or more 
of library materials would be selected from current reviewing sources, 
and Hypothesis 10, which stated that 25 percent or less of the materials 
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would be selected from published bibliographies, were rejected. Data 
showed that only 58.97 percent of the respondents selected 75 percent or 
more of their materials from current reviewing sources, and 79.49 percent 
of them selected 25 percent or less of their materials from published 
bibliographies. It would appear from the rejection of HlO that 20.51 or 
eight of the respondents might be selecting more than 25 percent of their 
materials from published bibliographies or from other sources. Also, it 
must be noted that part three of the questionnaire did not include an 
"Other--Specify" category; therefore, many of the percentages (of materials 
selected from current reviewing sources and published bibliographies) did 
not add up to 100 percent. Two respondents voluntarily indicated that 
they also used publishers' catalogs in selecting media. Other respondents 
may have based some of their selections on faculty recommendations or 
personal examinations. 
In regard to the use of a consideration file in organizing materials 
for consideration for purchase, thirty-six of the respondents or 90 
percent reported they used one. Therefore, Hypothesis 11, which said 
that at least 55 percent would use a consideration file, was accepted. 
One respondent reported use of a data base program to maintain the file 
on a computer, and one other respondent reported that she/he will be 
using a computer data file next year. 
Hypotheses twelve through sixteen dealt with the percentages of the 
library materials budget that were allocated to different kinds of 
library materials. 
Hypothesis 12, which indicated that 55 percent or more of the 
materials budget would be spent on books by the media specialists, was 
rejected because only 70 percent of the respondents actually spent 55 
percent or more of their budgets on books. 
Hypothesis 13 was also rejected because the data showed that 20 
percent or more of the materials budget was not spent on periodicals by 
all respondents. Only 55 percent of them spent 20 percent or more of 
their budgets on periodicals. 
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This researcher noted that of those respondents who spent less than 
55 percent of the budget for books, seven spent far more than 20 percent 
on periodicals; three spent more than 25 percent on audiovisual materials; 
. 13 14 
and two spent more than the predicted percentages in H and H on both 
periodicals and audiovisual materials. 
With regard to the amount of the budget spent on audiovisual materials, 
the data pointed to the rejection of Hypothesis 14, which stated that 25 
percent of the materials budget would be spent on audiovisual materials. 
It was found that only 12.5 percent of the respondents indicated spending 
25 percent or more of the materials budget on audiovisual items. It should 
be noted that eleven of the forty respondents reported that they do not 
have a nonprint materials budget or they mentioned that the audiovisual 
materials were purchased from a different budget. These findings may 
indicate that audiovisual materials are definitely not a priority item in 
most of the library materials budgets of these respondents. Two reasons 
for this low priority may be (1) the availability of AEA nonprint media 
and the small media lease program implemented through the AEA's, and (2) 
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the high initial and maintenance costs or infrequency of use in the 
instructional program. 
Because computers are increasing in number in the public schools, it 
was predicted in Hypothesis 15 that 25 percent or more of the nonprint 
materials budget would be spent on computer software. However, the data 
revealed that only 31.03 percent or nine of the twenty-nine respondents 
with nonprint materials budgets actually spent 25 percent or more on 
15 computer software, and H was rejected. Three respondents reported that 
their money for purchase of computer software came from another area of 
the school budget. It would appear that most media specialists in this 
study either are not purchasing much computer software or what software 
they have purchased has come from budgets other than that for the media 
center. 
15 
Since it was predicted in H that 25 percent of the nonprint budget 
would be spent on computer software, Hypothesis 16 then predicted that 
the remaining three quarters or 75 percent or more of the nonprint 
materials budget would be spent on other audiovisual materials, namely: 
filmstrips, kits, audio recordings, transparencies, and videotapes. The 
16 
data again showed that H must also be rejected, for only twenty-one of 
the twenty-nine or 72.41 percent of the respondents elected to spend 75 
percent or more of their audiovisual budgets on audiovisual materials. 
Those eight or 27.59 percent who spent less than 75 percent on other 
audiovisual materials did so because they spent more than 25 percent on 
computer software. 
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In conclusion, it was reassuring to learn from this study on media 
selection aids and procedures that 88 percent of the selected school 
library media specialists are using one or more of the reconnnended selec-
tion tools listed on the survey instrument, that all of them use the 
selection tools they have purchased for their buildings, and that 73 
percent of them will procure selection tools to use that are not handily 
located in their own buildings. Forty-three selection tools were listed 
on the questionnaire. While most of them were reportedly used by one or 
more persons, six of the special area bibliographies were not used by any 
of the respondents. Although the presence of multicultural nonsexist 
(MCNS) literature in the media center was not researched in this study, 
this researcher did note that none of the respondents used such MCNS 
selection bibliographies listed on the survey instrument as Books on 
American Indians and Eskimos, Her Way, Literature By and About the 
American Indian, Latino Materials, and China. This finding seems to 
indicate that either these media specialists are selecting MCNS literature 
strictly from current reviewing sources and general purpose bibliographies 
or they are simply not attempting to select many MCNS materials for their 
collections. In any case, the presence and use of MCNS literature in the 
media center might be worthy of further research. 
Because so many media specialists (97.5 percent) in this study do 
seek at least one favorable review in considering material for purchase, 
it may be one of the reasons publishers are going to the expense of 
indicating in the catalogs they mail to media specialists those of their 
titles that have been reviewed and the reviewing sources, even though 
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the specialists cannot always be sure the review is a favorable one. Nor 
can the media specialist, according to Betty Fast, be sure the publisher's 
references to reviewed books are even accurate. In addition to the 
occasional inaccuracies, the biggest drawback to using publishers' 
36 catalogs is their lack of scope. The selection of titles is very limited. 
The fact that two respondents will be using a computer data file in 
place of the card form of consideration file does not necessarily point 
to a trend. Nevertheless, because schools are acquiring more computers, 
there will probably be more computer data files used in media selection 
in the future. This, too, might be an area in which to do further 
research in the future. 
Because several respondents voluntarily mentioned using publishers' 
catalogs to some extent in media selection, part three of this survey 
instrument could have asked for the percentage of library materials 
selected from those sources. A decision was made in preparation of the 
instrument, however, not to reinforce that questionable practice by 
including it. Neither were questions asked about faculty recommenda-
tions and personal examinations as bases for research. These aspects 
should be clarified in future surveys on media selection. 
Concerning library materials budget priorities, the one significant 
finding this researcher noticed was the low priority for audiovisual 
36 Betty Fast, "Publishers Catalogs: Puffery or Resources?" Wilson 
Library Bulletin, 51 (October, 1976), p. 179. 
materials in the library materials budgets. Certainly not a new one, 
this finding merely verifies those of Janelle Barkema's study in 1973. 
Barkema discovered that only a small percentage (28.19) of the library 
. 1 b d · d. 37 materia s u get was spent on nonprint me ia. 
Since only eight of the twenty-nine respondents with nonprint 
materials budgets purchased computer software, this item did not seem 
to have much of an implication for the low priority given to nonprin~ 
materials. Whether or not computer software will become a larger part 
of the library materials budget or will be channeled through another 
budget might also be a topic worthy of future research. 
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After analyzing the data, it was concluded that those media special-
ists who responded to the questionnaire are committed to using those 
selection tools and resources recommended in course 35:113g Media Selection 
at UNI. They are practicing the techniques they have learned for 
managing the mechanics of selection that are taught in Media Selection. 
Not surprising was the fact that books more than any other item 
were given top priority in the library materials budget. 
12 
Even though H 
was rejected, 70 percent of the media specialists spent 55 percent or 
more of their budgets on books. 
As a result of this study, instructors of media selection may want 
to consider making appropriate changes or emphasize different aspects of 
the course. For example, instructors may want to emphasize the importance 
37 Barkema, op. cit., p. 15. 
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of MCNS materials in the collection or stress the responsibility for 
careful expenditure of budgeted funds through use of reputable selection 
tools. 
Further research should be conducted to find out why there is a lack 
of usage of MCNS selection tools. Is it due to budget limitations, 
curriculum, and/or local sentiments? 
As a result of this study, AEA's may want to publicize more effec-
tively the selection tools they have available. They may also want to 
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March 10, 1984 
Pat Middleswart 
Library Media Specialist 
Dike Elementary 
Dike, Iowa 50624 
Dear Ms. Middleswart: 
As a graduate student in the Department of Library Science at the Univer-
sity of Northern Iowa, I am conducting a research study concerning the use 
of selection aids and procedures in selecting library media and the 
amounts of money spent or encumbered for library materials during the 
1983-1984 school year. I will appreciate your responding to the enclosed 
survey questionnaire. 
If you serve more than one center, please choose one center and respond for 
that building only. However, if you use some tools to select for more than 
one building, please respond in the column indicating that they are shared 
in the district. 
All information will be used for statistical purposes only; the names of 
schools and media specialists will not be revealed in this study. The 
success of this study depends on your cooperation and on your answering 
the questionnaire as accurately as you can. 
Please return the questionnaire in the stamped return-addressed envelope 
which has been provided for you by April 2, 1984. 
If you would like to know the results of this research study, please 
respond to question eight. 
Thank you for your time, your cooperation, and your contribution. 
,~··""\ .,·ncerely, ~\· ,,\ 




733 North Tenth Street 





SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE ON MEOIA SELECTION AIOS, 
PROCEDURES, ANO BUOGET EXPENDITURES 
1. Please mark an X in column one beside the selection sources you use in media selection, 
and in columns 3, 4, 5 or 6 mark the level at which they are available to you. If the 
edition is not the one listed, please write in your edition. 
Available in or from (Mark 
Used in 
Selection My Shared in AEA 
(Mark an X) Titles of Selection Sources Building district 




University of Chicago Bulletin of the Center for 
Children's Books 
Science Books and Films (AAAS) 
VOYA (Voice of Youth Advocates) 
SLJ School Library Journal 
Other review periodicals (Specify) 
Children's Catalog (H. w. Wilson, 1981) 
Junior High School Library Catalog (H. w. Wilson, 1980) 
Senior High School Library Catalog (H. w. Wilson, 1982) 
Books for Secondary School Libraries 
(R. R. Bowker, 1981) 
Core Media Collection for Elementary Schools 
(R. R. Bowker, 1978) 
Core Media Collection for Secondary Schools 
(R. R. Bowker, 1979) 
Elementary School Library Collection (Bro-dart, 1982) 
Other general purpose bibliographies (Specify) 
Adventuring with Books (National Council of Teachers 
of Enqlish, (NCTE) 1981) 
. Best in Children's Books (U • of Chicago Press, 1980) 
Book finder (American Guidance Service, 1977, 1981) 
Books for the Gifted Child (Bowker, 1980) 
Books for You (NCTE, 1982) 
Books in American History (Indiana u. Press, 1981) 
Books on American Indians and Eskimos (ALA, 1978) 
Books to Help Children Cope with Separation and Loss 
(Bowker, 1977) 
Current Career and Occupational Literature 
(Wilson, 1978, 1980) 
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(Mark an X) 
(1) 
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE ON MEDIA SELECTION AIDS, 
PROCEDURES, ANO BUDGET EXPENDITURES (Continued) 
Available in or from 
My Shared in 
Titles of Selection Sources Building district 
(2) (3) (4) 
Eis for Everybody (Scarecrow Press, 1982) 
Exploring Books with Gifted Children (Libraries 
Unlimited, 1980) 
Her Way (ALA, 1976) 
High Interest Easy Reading for Junior and Senior High 
School Students (NCTE, 1979) 
Index to Collective Biographies for Young Readers 
(Bowker, 1979) 
Literature By and About the American Indian (NCTE, 1979) 
Notes from a Different Drummer (Bowker, 1977) 
Picture Books for Gifted Programs (Scarecrow Press, 
1981) 
Reading Ladders for Human Relations (NCTE, 1981) 
Guide to Reference Books for School Media Centers 
(Libraries Unlimited, 1981) 
Reference Books for Children (Scarecrow Press, 1981) 
Selection Guide Series (Neal-Schuman) 
#1 Latino Materials (1979) 
#2 Energy (1979) 
13 Work-Wise (1980) 
#4 Drugs (1980) 
#6 Sports (1980) 
f7 China (1982) 
Other special area bibliographies (Specify) 
Abridged Reader's Guide/to Periodical Literature 
Children's Magazine Guide 
Periodicals fo_r,iSchool Media Programs 
. 
(Specify) Other periodical sources 





SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE ON MEDIA SELECTION AIDS, 
PROCEDURES, AND BUDGET EXPENDITURES (Continued) 
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/ 2. Mark the number of reviews you usually seek before deciding to purchase library materials. 
) None ) One ) Two Three 
3. What percentage of library materials do you select from (1) current reviewing sources and 
(2) published bibliographies? 
_____ % From current reviewing sources 
_____ % From published bibliographies 
4. Mark the method you use in recording materials you want to consider for purchase. 
Consideration card file ) Publisher/Vendor List 
other 
5. Write in the amount of money from the library materials budget spent on or encumbered for 
the following library materials for the 1983-84 school year. (Estimate if necessary) 
Print Materials Nonprint Materials 
$ ______ Books (include reference $ Filmstrips 
$ ______ Periodicals $ Kits 
$ ______ Professional Collection $ Audio Recordings 
$ Transparencies 
$ Videotapes 
$ Computer Software 
6. Circle the grade level spans for which you are media specialist. 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
7. Write in the blank the number of students your center serves. 
8. If you would like a copy of the results of this study, please sign your name and address below. 
